
TO STUDY PROMOTIONAL MIX OF COCA COLA PRODUCTS MARKETING

ESSAY

Coca-Cola is the most recognised brand name in the world with 94 per cent recognition. This profile has spread with
increasing rapidity in r.

Price: - this is a step where Coca-Cola analyse the consumer market and determine the price of their product
due to wide range of products from competitors. Coca-Cola are likely to have stiff competition shortly after
debut of the merchandise, although the merchandise that achieves high market incursion frequently becomes
the industry criterion and other merchandises, even superior merchandises, go marginalized. Moreover, due to
the decreasing demand for the soda products, price competition between Coca Cola and Pepsi has gotten even
intense. Coca-Cola also collaborated with university Exeter to research on the future of their re-cycle program
so as to change the behaviours of the customers. Organizations use these four elements of the marketing mix
to make a profit on the product or service that they offer. Product type: - this is the labelling that a product is
being identified with. Brand name: - this is concerned with the brand name of a company, which will represent
all the products and service they are providing to consumer in the market. Understand and explain the impact
of globalization and global competitiveness on the chosen organization international marketing strategies.
Jacob dahi rendtorff Also ethics plays important roles in the organization. The Coca-Cola Company also uses
sales promotions to increase their effectiveness of their promotional efforts. The company claims that the
drink is sold in more than two hundred countries. I believe social media has changed how companies advertise
their products to consumers. With its marketing strategy coca-cola secured more than 20million customers
around the world. Coca-Cola began involving in philanthropic activities to help their serving community so as
to give them a good reputable image and give them opportunity get more up close and personal with the direct
community. This is made possible by the impact of globalization and the focus of marketing strategies that is
ensuring their brand name to be a household name in every country. Introduced in  And then later expanded to
an international and global brand. Describe dimension of social issues pertaining to globalization
Globalization in broad consists of 2 most fundamental parts, which are positive and negative. Promotion: this
deals with maintaining customer and manufacturer relation its aim at making customer aware of a new service
available. In new markets, Coca Cola uses lower price point to penetrate the market, raise brand awareness
and to face the competition. The Coca-Cola Company has increased its product mix by product line extensions
as well as creating new products.


